How Many 1-in-a-Million Events are we to Believe concerning → 9/11
Many more circumstances occurred than are mentioned on this one page. Seemingly, there’s dozens of events, which each on its own prove 100% this wasn’t merely Islamic Terrorists.

(1) 1 month prior – One side of pentagon closed for repairs Truth – weakening structure and rigging explosives. Every 20ft. in every direction
exists a wide concrete pole w/regular & spiraled rebar steel. Extremely expenses, so hardly used anywhere besides Pentagon. Therefore, this building was
the most secure in the world.

(2) 9/10/ 2001: D. Rumsfeld announces $2.3 Trillion stolen from Pentagon. Who stole this $ through fake military operations?
(3) Pentagon hit by a plane on the identical side the construction crews worked for the past 30 days!
(4)A few Arab Muslims hijack a Jetliner with nothing but a boxcutter, yeah right!
(5) Inexperienced pilot flew a 727 in a 270°/8,000ft descending corkscrew turn & became perfectly level w/the Pentagon
exactly prior to impact Truth: No pilot could perform this w/o mapping of scene & experience performing maneuver (the accused Arab couldn’t fly
a single-engine)

(6) 3 Planes Fly Wildly Off-Course for Over 1 Hour Undetected (not true, workers report making the alert calls)
(7) In NYC – 2 Planes demolished 3 buildings Truth: 3 commercial Jet-liners impose zero ability to simply collapse 1 Trade Towers. Planes

designed lightweight for air-travel & to instantly fold-up on impact with steel. Unthinkable for a 767 to demolished massive amounts of steel. The cone
(front) and the wings of the plane are unbelievably seen in videos existing the building through other walls! The cone of the plane exits the far-side
without a dent or scratch on it; could NEVER get through the dozens of walls, 2X4 studs, electrical, and furniture – never-mind the entire amount of
steel from one end to the other! Jet fuel (no matter the amount) burns 1,200+ below the needed temperature needed to bend steel.

(8) Computers able to trace the $2.3 Trillion just happened to be positioned on side of the Pentagon closed-off for renovations
(9) Only other CIA building in the world able to trace the $2.3 Trillion…Just happened to be World Trade Building # 7, which
C.I.A. agent Malcolm Howard admitted this demolition required transporting thousands of pounds of explosives into the building which housed offices of
multiple Intelligence Agencies. Once, again fire cannot bend steel & viewing the building; was an obvious controlled demo.

(10) Rockefeller had sold the 2 Towers to Silverstein for slightly under ½ a billion dollars; just months prior in 2001
Silverstein then hires a group of Israeli Art Students who surprisingly are given unrestricted access to all areas of the Towers! (Apparently, art students
trained in explosives) After the collapse, Silverstein receives $4 billion from the insurance. Multiple attacks since 9/11 have also occurred on Rockefeller
property. (e.g. the recent van driving over civilians in Manhattan).

(11) President of the U.S. forbids an investigation into the largest attack on America soil in its history!
(12) A Group of Congressmen cannot believe this absurdity & begin protesting; all the while the wreckage continues burning.
After 10 days of investigation demands, Bush cannot stall an investigation any longer. Whereupon, Anthrax (only produced & stocked in U.S. & Russia)
begins distribution through the U.S. mail. * * Already preparing for Iraq, the MSM falsely claimed Iraq also had Anthrax

(13) Next 1 in a million event: Only the protesting (for investigation) Congressman are recipients of the anthrax mail.
(14) Thereafter, families of the deceased begin furiously lobbying Washington for truthful official investigations to occur (how
could they not!). After an entire year, the govern. Cannot silence them, therefore, set-up the 9/11 commission headed by an Israeli (that’s correct,
the deadliest attack on the U.S.A. in history and the commission was headed by a foreigner). The family members hold-up signs in the crowd
accusing the commission as being phony and blaming our government & Israel for the attack. Some simply say “Liars,” However, the MSM never
show the families in protest.

(15)A German company unexpectedly recovers proof of illegal insider-trading, (unlikely millions of $), on the morning of 9/11.
Just prior to attack via hard-drives recovered from wreckage, (perpetrators thought this impossible), was sure sign these people had knowledge of what
was to occur and became rich. All these individuals had also existed the Towers before the first attack.

(16)Fire-Fighters saw an abandoned gov. car-brigade with a ten-wheel truck full of gold bars. Gold Deposit was being robbed.
Possibly the 2nd (or 3rd) largest gold deposit in the world was under the towers and being robbed though it appears the mission was abandoned after
the 1st tower had already collapsed. With an estimated 100+ billion dollars of gold in the vaults, a couple weeks later R. Giuliani announced 230
million dollars recovered.

(17) The wreckage was smoking over 1 wk. post-9/11: definite proof explosives were used. The recovery effort was even delayed
after workers were identifying glowing chemicals or witnessing holes burnt through steel. Furthermore, the gold bars under the
wreckage was the # 1 concern; not recovering the victims.
(18) Operation Blue Sky Paper: was the sending of troops to Afghanistan in the spring of 2001. Bush family ex-business partners
the Taliban, began destroying all the Opium Plants. Therefore, the Northern Alliance would become the Bush families new DrugTrafficking Partners; Skull & Bones was originally formed for trafficking opium into China.
(19) The Patriot Act was co-authored by M. Chertoff (an Israeli) and somehow ready to be passed immediately post-9/11 Does
Congress ever draft enormous bills which eliminate massive rights, vote, alter, vote again, and pass the law within months, never mind days??

(20) The TSA was also conceived, born, and rolled out within weeks.

Furthermore, many things were left-off this page!

